
Ferret/Small 
Animal Home
Model: # 480

read first  REVIEW BEFORE ASSEMBLY

• TOOLS: No tools are required. For assistance or replacement
parts, please contact Prevue:

TOLL-FREE 800.243.3624
ONLINE www.prevuepet.com
EMAIL customerservice @ prevuepet.com
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1 To assemble the BASE, you 
will need these pieces:

2 To attach the LOWER CAGE,
you will need these pieces:

3 To assemble the URINE
GUARD, you will need these
pieces:

Removable tray will already be in
the base. Turn the base up-side-
down and press caster posts into
their holes. Casters are fully 
inserted when you hear a ‘click’.

Expand LOWER CAGE mesh until
fully opened. You can identify
the lower mesh by the lack of
guide tabs and wire clips along
the bottom wire.

Mesh sits in base, between 
edge and raised guide tabs.
(Fig. 2.1)

Secure mesh to base with clips
on both sides. (Fig. 2.2)

Assemble the urine guard completely.
Carefully snap pieces together (Fig. 3.1).
The post is fully inserted into the 
receiving hole when you hear a ‘click’.

Place grilles into base.
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[ FIG. 3 .1 ]

Slide entire guard down around mesh.
Thinner bottom edge sits between
base rim and inner-rim guide tabs.



Install the platform. Four clips 
along the platform rim clip onto the
horizontal rail of the mesh.
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4 To install a PLATFORM and
RAMP, you will need these
pieces:

5 To attach the UPPER CAGE,
you will need this piece:

6 To install the remaining 
PLATFORMS and RAMPS, 
you will need these pieces:

7 To install the ROOF, 
you will need this piece:

CLICK

Snap the ramp onto the
platform from underneath
(Fig. 4.1). 
Ramp and platform are
fully attached together
when you hear a ‘click’.

Assemble as in Step 4.
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Open UPPER CAGE mesh fully. Identify the upper
mesh by the alignment tabs along bottom wire and
the hanging wire clips on side panels.

Align the upper mesh with the bottom mesh using
the alignment guide tabs (Fig. 5.1).
Secure the mesh together with wire clips on both
side panels (Fig. 5.2).
Press down in the middle (apex) of the clip arch
(Fig. 5.3 ) until it clicks into place.

Flex the roof panel to catch loops
along the top wire of the upper mesh. 
On all sides, the center loop catches
underneath (Fig. 7.1); loops to left
and right of center catch over top 
(Fig. 7.2).

Your cage is now fully assembled.


